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31 Introduction
(a) We investigate spectral properties of random selfadjoint divergence type
operators
Tω  ∇  aω

x  ∇
 ∑
k
∂k 	 aω

x  ∂k 
 in L2

m
 (1.1)
with m  2. The scalar valued coefficient functions aω are assumed to be er-
godic with respect to shifts given by translations in

m (in some cases only  m-
lattice translations are allowed). Well known results (see, e.g., [Pa, PF, KM])
imply that both the spectrum and the density of states of Tω are almost surely
independent of ω, i.e. they are non-random. We intend to determine some
properties of these almost sure characteristics.
Throughout the present work we consider a special kind of coefficients aω,
which is mainly motivated by work of Hempel and Lienau [HL1, HL2]. These
authors investigate periodic divergence type operators
T perλ  ∇  a
per
λ

x  ∇ in L2
 m
 λ  1  (1.2)
similar to operators in (1.1), but with aperλ non-random given by
a
per
λ

x 


1 if x  M 
λ otherwise  λ  1  (1.3)
where M 

m is a periodic set with respect to the  m-lattice, say. Moreover,

m  M is assumed to be connected (complete assumptions are listed in Chap-
ter 4). The principal attention lies in situations for very large λ and in the limit
case λ  ∞. This kind of operators can be interpreted as models of high con-
trast periodic media. Spectral properties then classify some properties of the
medium, like in the field of heat conduction or acoustics (cf. [FKu2]). There
are also applications in photonic crystals (cf. [JMW, FKu2]), in some special
cases.
This work can be viewed as a combination of random operators on the one
hand, and perturbations of operators in the large coupling limit on the other.
The latter has been studied in many situations. For the Schro¨dinger case we
refer, e.g., to [HZh, AB], some related results can also be found in [HH1]. In a
similar (but non-random) setting as in the present work, namely for operators

∆  λχ  m  M, M 

m
, one gets a limit operator in the strong resolvent sense,

∆  λχ  m  M    ∆M in s.r.s.  λ  ∞  (1.4)
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Here  ∆M denotes the Dirichlet Laplacian on the set M. An analogous result
holds for magnetic Hamiltonians (under additional assumptions),
ﬀ
 i∇  λ ﬁa ﬂ 2 ﬃ  ∆M in s.r.s. ! λ ﬃ ∞ ! (1.5)
where M "$# x %'& m ( d ﬁa " 0 ) . For details see [HH1, HH2], which contains
also further results on norm resolvent convergence and concentration regions
of the spectrum.
An interesting characteristic is the existence or non-existence of gaps in
the spectrum. Values inside a spectral gap correspond to forbidden energies,
or frequencies, or modes. A spectral gap occurs if and only if the density of
states vanishes in that specific region. Here an inconsistency arises between the
mathematical point of view on the one hand, and the physical point of view on
the other hand: an experimentalist just can detect spectrum in a given region if
the density of states has a sufficiently high amount there. Therefore we have to
look also at regions where the density of states is very small, but still positive.
In this situation we speak of pseudo-gaps, although there is spectrum in that
region.
The work of Hempel and Lienau [HL1, HL2] is mainly directed at the
existence of gaps and pseudo-gaps together with their location, as the contrast
parameter λ gets very large. For a brief review of their results see Chapter 4.
From a geometric point of view, operators given by (1.2) and (1.3) de-
scribe the following situation, thinking in terms of heat conduction: a strongly
conductive base medium, namely the region & m * M where we have the value
λ, is perturbed by areas of some fixed lower conductivity, namely M where
the coefficients take the fixed value 1. We can, for instance, interpret & m * M
as a connected metal, and M as a union of impurities, like grains of sand or air
bubbles. This suggests to assume a special structure of the perturbing set M.
Grains should be connected and do not enclose some metal, i.e. the metal re-
gion & m * M is connected too. Moreover, different grains should not touch each
other, i.e. at least a thin film of the base medium separates them. Summarizing,
the impurities are given by a countable set of grains,
M ",+
i -/.
Mi ! inf
i 01 j
dist
ﬀ
Mi ! M j ﬂ32 0 4 (1.6)
Of course, in the 5 m-periodic case the individual grains Mi are given by peri-
odically repeated copies of a suitable primary grain Ξ,
Mi " Ξ 6 i for i %75 m 4 (1.7)
5a 8 x 9;: 1
a 8 x 9;: λ
Figure 1.1: Randomly distributed grains of variable size and shape.
While periodicity is a very strong assumption, it would lead to more real-
istic models if one allows for random models. And this is exactly what we will
do in the present work.
With respect to the existence of limit operators as in Eqns. (1.4) and (1.5),
random settings differ from non-random ones in an important manner: while
both the spectrum and the density of states are almost surely independent of ω,
we cannot expect a unique (non-random) limit operator to exist, because each
realization Tω, i.e. ω fixed, provides its own limit operator. Although these
limit operators differ, they have one thing in common, namely their spectral
properties are the same, almost surely. Therefore, we focus our attention on
the almost sure spectrum and the almost sure density of states.
(b) To describe our main results we first give a brief idea of our random mod-
els. Note that we have reduced this to a purely geometric problem, namely
the construction of mutually non-intersecting random grains, forming the set
M. For a detailed description see Chapter 3. We aim to realize models sug-
gested by Fig. 1.1, showing “randomly distributed grains” in an intuitive man-
ner. While our models are neither periodic nor locally uniform, they have one
property in common, that is they are macroscopically uniform or self similar
(cf. [EK]), or, in other words, ergodic. This is exactly what one naturally would
expect from well mixed materials, like random alloys or foamed materials.
In model M1 we restrict to a spatial generalization of periodicity. That is,
in Eqn. (1.7) replace the translation vectors i <>= m by an appropriate (random)
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Figure 1.2: Randomly distributed grains of a fixed type.
point process xi B ω C and leave Ξ invariant,
Mi B ω CED Ξ F xi B ω CG i H7IJG
yielding grain models as in Fig. 1.2.
In the opposite direction, periodic models can be generalized as follows. In
analogy to the periodic case, choose a random primary grain Ξ
B
ω C (whatever
that means) instead of a fixed on, and replace Ξ by independent copies of Ξ
B
ω C
in Eqn. (1.7),
Mi B ω CED Ξi B ω CKF i G i H7L m M
This is roughly what we call model M2, Fig. 3.3 on page 24 shows a sample.
One can think of model M2 as a periodic structure which is slightly perturbed.
Combining both ideas described above, we obtain model M3 which per-
forms essentially what we had in mind (cf. Fig. 1.1). The key point in con-
structing model M3 are so called soft-core models that occur in stochastic
geometry. We describe these models in Section 3.3 in more detail. Mainly,
soft-core processes model random arrangements of mutually non-intersecting
balls with variable (meaning random) radii (see Fig. 3.5 on page 27). This pro-
vides the starting point in the construction of mutually non-intersecting grains.
Our main results are as follows.
7Theorem A (see Theorems 5.1, 5.2 and 5.6)
(a) In case of models M1 and M3 the almost sure spectrum Σλ does not
depend on λ, in particular, we have
Σλ NPO 0 Q ∞ RQ all λ S 1 T
(b) The almost sure spectrum Σλ of model M2 has a band–gap structure.
Moreover, under some additional assumptions on the grain distribution,
spectral gaps open up in Σλ, for λ large.
Particularly part (a) of Theorem A makes it clear why it is important to
investigate the density of states. Looking at pseudo-gaps and concentration
regions of the density of states, it only makes sense to do so for the limit pro-
cedure λ U ∞. It turns out that in all models the density of states measure µλ
converges (vaguely in the sense of measures) as λ U ∞, and that µλ concen-
trates its mass near the Dirichlet eigenvalues of the (perhaps random) grains.
The reason for this lies in a rather general convergence of operators (cf. [HL1]
and Section 3.4). Suppose a deterministic, hence non-random, setting: let M
denote a union of (non-random) grains as in Eqn. (1.6) and Tλ the correspond-
ing operator (not necessarily periodic) according to Eqns. (1.2) and (1.3). Then
Tλ converges, as λ U ∞, in strong resolvent sense to V ∆M, the Laplacian in
L2 W M R with Dirichlet boundary conditions,
Tλ VXU V ∆M in s.r.s. Q λ U ∞ T (1.8)
Since the individual grains Mi do not intersect, we get
V ∆M
NZY
i [/\
V ∆Mi Q and σ W V ∆M R N,]
i [/\
σ
W
V ∆Mi RQ (1.9)
which is a discrete set. Therefore, together with Theorem A, this implies that
Tλ does not converge in norm resolvent sense, because σ W Tλ R does not con-
verge to σ
W
V ∆M R . But convergence in strong resolvent sense is strong enough
to establish convergence of the density of states.
Theorem B (see Theorem 5.9) For the almost sure density of states measure
µλ in models M1–M3 we have
µλ VU_^a` µ W V ∆M b ω c R;d vaguely Q λ U ∞ Q (1.10)
where µ
W
V ∆M b ω c R denotes the density of states measure of the Dirichlet Lapla-
cian V ∆M b ω c on M W ω R .
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Figure 1.3: Density function of the integrated density of states ρλ of
model M1.
Note that Eqn. (1.9) and the RHS of (1.10) only depend on the shape of
the grains and not on their location. Thus, for example, as in model M1 the
grain shapes are non-random and σ
ehg
∆M i ω j fk σ ehg ∆Ξ f is purely discrete, the
almost sure density of states behaves, for large λ, as is pictured in Fig. 1.3. The
graph is to be understood as an attempt to illustrate the density ddE ρλ e E f of the
integrated density of states ρλ e E f3k µλ lhehg ∞ m E fhn . The shaded area suggests
the almost sure spectrum Σλ k,o 0 m ∞ f . Here we denote σ ehg ∆Ξ fpkZq δk r k sutwv ,
the Dirichlet eigenvalues of the Laplacian on the (non-random) primary grain
Ξ. While the concentration points coincide with those of the periodic case, the
spectrum exhibits no gaps at all, in contrast to the periodic case (cf. Fig. 1.3
and Fig. 4.2 on page 35).
In the case of model M2 we expect, generally, concentration intervals,
instead of discrete points. Fig. 1.4 shows a typical situation for large λ, the
spectral bands are denoted by oαk x λ m βk x λ y .
We can regard model M3 as a combination of both previous models. In-
terestingly enough, the density of states concentrates in the same way as in
model M2, while the spectrum behaves as in model M1. For further details
see Theorem 5.9.
To summarize, for large λ, in model M1 there always exist pseudo-gaps,
while in models M2 and M3 this holds only under additional assumptions on
the grain-shape distribution. Moreover, only in model M2 there is a chance to
have real gaps in the spectrum (see Corollary 5.5).
90
d
dE ρλ z E {
β1 | λ α2 | λ β2 | λ α3 | λ β3 | λα4 | λ β4 | λ
Figure 1.4: Density function of the integrated density of states ρλ of
model M2.
More generally, one could also study operators with coefficient matrices
aλ z x {~}
b
z
x { if x  M 
λc
z
x { otherwise  λ  1 
replacing Eqn. (1.3), where b  c are appropriate positive definite matrices. But
there will not be an essential change of results; in fact, besides some additional
technical overhead, the limits corresponding to Eqns. (1.8)–(1.10) will then be
determined via the Dirichlet operator ∇  b
z
x { ∇ in L2
z
M { .
On first sight, the results presented here seem natural extensions of the
previously known behaviour of homogeneous or periodic media. But the in-
troduction of randomness, together with stochastic modelling of appropriate
disordered media, is to be understood as a mathematical challenge.
(c) The present work is organized as follows. First, in Chapter 2, we introduce
random divergence type operators together with some basic facts. In Chap-
ter 3 we give a detailed description of our random grain models, mentioned
in part (b) above. This is strongly connected with point processes and germ-
grain models such as hard-core and soft-core processes known form stochastic
geometry ([SKM, StSt, St1, St2, St3]). Moreover, we state some results that
help to determine the almost sure spectrum by periodic approximation. Thus,
to understand the random case of grain impurities one first has to look at the
(non-random) periodic case. In our special situation this is due to Hempel and
Lienau [HL1], and we give a brief review in Chapter 4. The last chapter then
contains the proofs of our main results stated above.
(d) In the context of divergence type operators there exists some litera-
ture that is connected with the present work. Our interest is mainly moti-
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vated by work of Alama et al. [AADH] and Hempel [H]. Figotin and Kuch-
ment [FKu1, FKu2, FKu3] treat also the periodic case with high contrast, but
they consider a different limit procedure and uses tensor products of one di-
mensional systems to generate band-gaps. Figotin and Klein [FKl2] deals also
with periodic divergence type and Maxwell operators (photonic crystals), they
investigate the arising of defect modes caused by local impurities. There is
also a connection to periodic Laplace-Beltrami operators ([DH, G]).
Some results on random divergence type operators can be found in Figotin
and Klein [FKl1], here the main interest is localization. These authors consider
a random situation which is similar to random alloy type potentials in the
context of Schro¨dinger operators, e.g.
 ∆  Vω  x Ł Vω  x ~ ∑
i  m
qi  ω  f  x  i Ł
where f

y  decays fast enough as  y / ∞, and qi denote i.i.d. random vari-
ables. Our models differ in the sense that, essentially, we pay more attention to
geometric purposes. Random Schro¨dinger operators have received much more
attention, see, e.g., [Pa, KM, Ki2, PF] and references therein.
Hempel and Kirsch [HK] study random distributions of periodic
Schro¨dinger operators. They obtain a concentration result for the density of
states when the spatial intensity of impurities tends to zero. This limit, acting
only on the probabilistic intensity, contrasts in some sense our limit, that acts
only on the growth of the coefficients and not the random models.
A further geometrical approach to random media can be found in the
monograph by Sznitman [Sz]. He considers random Schro¨dinger operators
where the potential is given by the sum of randomly distributed copies of a
fixed potential well,
 ∆  Vω  x Ł Vω  x ~ ∑
i 
f  x  xi  ω h
These obstacles are distributed according to a Poisson point process xi  ω  (cf.
Section 3.1), such that potential wells, which lie very close together, might
interact, forming a new joined type of potential well. While this overlapping
or adding makes sense in case of potentials, we have to be more carefully in
constructing our random grain models to avoid overlapping.
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2 Ergodic operators
The goal of this chapter is a brief introduction to the theory of ergodic families
of selfadjoint operators. First we introduce the usual stochastic machinery to
define ergodic operators, then spectral properties like the spectrum and the
density of states are discussed. Finally we look at approximations of ergodic
operators by certain periodic ones.
2.1 Ergodic families of selfadjoint operators
To define ergodic stochastic processes we first need some notation. In this
chapter we follow the review of Kirsch in [Ki2]. We also refer to this work or
references therein for proofs. Another brief review can be found in [AGHH].
Let  Ω ; P  denote the underlying probability space and Xi (i  ) a stochastic
process. Furthermore, suppose the state space F to be a polish space. Hence
we may assume Ω to be the canonical probability space with  the σ-algebra
generated by the cylinder sets. Thus, Xi is just given by
Xi  ω ~ ω  i  for i a ω  Ω  (2.1)
and P coincides with the distribution of the process X   Xi ¡ , i.e. P  PX .
Since we need a spatial comparison operator, suppose the index set  to be an
abelian group (in all our applications we set ¢¤£ m or w¦¥ m ). The shifts (or
translations)   τi ¡ i §/¨ are defined by
τi : Ω © Ω ª τiω « j  :  ω  j ¬ i  i  j > ω  Ω ­ (2.2)
Measurable shifts τi are called measure preserving if P  τ ® 1i A ¯ P  A  for all
A ' . We say a set A ° is invariant (under   τi ¡ ) if τ ® 1i A  A for all i 7 .
Now we are prepared to define ergodicity.
Definition 2.1
(a) A measure preserving family of shifts   τi ¡ i §/¨ is called ergodic (or an
ergodic family of shifts) if any invariant A ± has probability P  A 
equal to 0 or 1.
(b) We call a stochastic process   Xi ¡ i §/¨ ergodic if the corresponding shifts
  τi ¡ are ergodic.
This definition might suggest ergodicity being a property of the shifts in-
stead of the process. But ergodicity of the shifts is defined as a property of the
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probability² measure P, and since we choose P ³ PX it is in fact a property of
the stochastic process ´ Xi µ . Often one uses a stronger property than ergodicity,
namely mixing. Consider a process Xi with index set ¶J³¤· m or ¶J³¤¸ m . Then
the random field is said to be mixing if for all A ¹ B º¼»
P ½ A ¾ τ ¿ 1i B ÀÂÁXÃ P Ä A Å P Ä B Å¹ as Æ i ÆÃ ∞ Ç (2.3)
Roughly speaking, this condition says that the correlation of two cylinder sets
A and B vanishes provided that the distance between their supporting points
(or indices) tends to infinity.
We now consider families ´ Tω µ ω È Ω of P-almost surely (P-a.s.) selfadjoint
operators in a given separable Hilbert space É . Such a family is called mea-
surable if the family of its resolvents is weakly measurable, i.e. for all u ¹ v ºÉ
the scalar product ω ÊÃ
½
Ä Tω Ë i Å ¿ 1u ¹ v À º7Ì is measurable.
Definition 2.2 Let ´ Tω µ ω È Ω denote a family of P-a.s. selfadjoint operators in
a separable Hilbert space É . Furthermore let ´ τi µ i È/Í be an ergodic family of
shifts. Then we call ´ Tω µ ergodic (or an ergodic family of operators) if it is
measurable and there exist unitary operators Ui in É such that
Tτiω ³ Ui Tω U ¿
1
i (2.4)
for all i ºa¶ and ω º Ω.
One can think of ergodicity as a generalization of periodicity in the follow-
ing sense. If Ui are the unitary operators which correspond to translations ac-
cording to a given lattice Γ, then a Γ-periodic operator T satisfies T ³ UiTU ¿ 1i .
This looks like (2.4), except that periodic operators remain the same when they
are shifted while ergodic operators only remain the same up to unitary equiv-
alence. But as spectral theory cannot distinguish between unitarily equivalent
operators, it is not too surprising that several spectral properties of ergodic op-
erators do not depend on a specific realization ω almost surely. This will be
expressed in more detail in the next sections.
2.2 Ergodic divergence type operators
Throughout this work we consider selfadjoint divergence type operators
T ³ ∇ Î a Ä x Å ∇ ³Á
m
∑
k Ï 1
∂k ½ a Ä x Å ∂k À
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acting in the Hilbert space ÐÒÑ L2 ÓÔ m Õ , where the function a Ó x Õ is measur-
able, real valued, and uniformly positive definite, 0 Ö c1 × a Ó x Õ × c2 Ö ∞. As
usual, these s.a. operators are defined via quadratic forms. In Ð we define the
quadratic form
t Ø u ÙKÑ
Ó
a∇u Ú ∇u Õ ÑZÛÜ
m
a
Ó
x Õ ∇u
Ó
x ÕÞÝ ∇u¯
Ó
x Õ dx (2.5)
for u ß D
Ó
t Õ ÑàÐ 1
ÓÔ
m Õ
, the usual Sobolev space consisting of those functions
u ßaÐ that have a square integrable distributional gradient, equipped with the
canonical norm á á u á á 1 Ñ_âãá á u á á
2 ä
á á∇u á á 2 å 1 æ 2. The form t is positive, densely
defined and closed, hence it defines a unique selfadjoint operator T in Ð by
Ó
Tu Ú v Õ Ñ t Ø u Ú v Ù;Ú u ß D
Ó
T Õ Ú v ß D
Ó
t Õç
As for random models, we consider random coefficients aω Ó x Õ as a
stochastic process Xx Ó ω Õ Ñ aω Ó x Õ with index set èéÑ Ô m . This bewildering
notation results in a change of viewpoint: in functional analysis one would
naturally think of random coefficients as functions aω Ó Ý Õ for each ω, while
in probability theory the coefficients are considered as functions a ç
Ó
x Õ with
parameter x.
Denote the corresponding operators by Tω, and assume that each aω be-
longs to a proper (polish) function space. Our notation is based on the concept
of canonical probability spaces, hence combining Eqns. (2.1) and (2.2) gives
aτiω Ó x
Õ
Ñ
Ó
τiω Õ Ó x Õ Ñ ω Ó x ê i Õ Ñ aω Ó x ê i Õç (2.6)
The unitary family Ui in L2 ÓÔ m Õ is given by translations â Uiu å Ó x Õ Ñ u Ó x ê i Õ ,
for i ßaèwÑ
Ô
m
, implying
â UiTωU ë 1i
å
u Ñ Ui â ∇ ì aω Ó Ý Õ ∇u Ó Ý ä i Õ å Ñ ∇ ì Ui â aω Ó Ý Õ U ë 1i Ó ∇u Õ Ó Ý Õ
å
Ñ Tτiωu Ú
where we have used Eqn. (2.6). If the shifts τi are ergodic all requirements
of Definition 2.2 are fulfilled, provided ω íî aω is measurable (cf. Ap-
pendix A.1), so that Tω is an ergodic family of operators.
For an example, take a ß L1 ÓÔ m Õ with compact support and independent
identically distributed random variables qi Ó ω Õ , i ßðï m, with common distri-
bution P0 such that the support of P0 is contained in a compact interval K.
Moreover, let P be the product measure ñ i òó m P0 on Ω Ñ K ó
m
. Due to inde-
pendence, it is easily seen that ô qi õ is ergodic with index set èÑï m. If we
set
aω Ó x
Õ
Ñ ∑
i òó m
qi Ó ω Õ a Ó x ê i Õ ß L1 ö loc ÓÔ m Õ (2.7)
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we encounter a problem: aω fails to be ergodic because Eqn. (2.6) holds only
for i ÷°ø m (and not i ÷°ù m ). But we can avoid this difficulty by calling such
random coefficients ø m-ergodic if there are ergodic shifts τi, i ÷aø m, with
aτiω ú x û~ü aω ú x ý i ûþ i ÷7ø
m
þ x ÷7ù m ß (2.8)
With this notation aω from Eqn. (2.7) is ø m-ergodic and we call the corre-
sponding divergence type operators Tω ü ∇   aω∇ ergodic with respect to ø m
(or ø m-ergodic); measurability of Tω is treated in [FKl1], Appendix A.
It is well known (cf. [Ki2, Ki1]) that all properties of ergodic operators
hold also for ø m-ergodic operators; that is why we drop this difference and
speak just of ergodic operators.
Most results stated in the sequel hold not only for random divergence type
operators but also for more general operator classes. Nevertheless, as we are
only interested in divergence type operators, we are going to deal with nothing
but operators of this class for the rest of this work.
2.3 Spectral properties
Now we will look at some spectral properties of ergodic operators. More pre-
cisely, we state some well known results about the spectrum and the density
of states. We start with the spectrum.
Theorem 2.3 (Pastur) Let  Tω  be ergodic. Then the spectrum σ ú Tω û of Tω
is P-almost surely non-random. More precisely, there exists a (non-random)
set Σ àù such that
P  σ
ú
Tω ûEü Σ 7ü 1 ß
A proof can be found in [Pa, AGHH, Ki2]. Analogous results as in The-
orem 2.3 hold not only for the entire spectrum but for several parts of the
spectrum. It is easy to see that both the essential spectrum σess ú Tω û and the
discrete spectrum σdis ú Tω û are non-random sets almost surely. The proofs for
the continuous spectrum σc ú Tω û , the absolutely continuous spectrum σac ú Tω û ,
and the pure point spectrum σpp ú Tω û are far harder, since one has to prove
measurability of the projection Pc (resp. Ppp, Pac) onto the continuous (resp.
pure point, absolute continuous) subspace. Note that these projections depend
on ω. In our notation σpp ú T û is the closure of the set ε ú T û of eigenvalues of
T . Unlike this closure, the set ε
ú
Tω û varies very rapidly with ω. In fact, ε ú Tω û
seems to be the only spectral part which depends on ω.
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The almost sure spectrum Σ is sometimes a very rough information about
Tω, as we will see later on. For instance, the almost sure spectrum of some
classes of ergodic operators consists of the whole positive real line  0  ∞ 	 , cf.
Theorem 5.1. Therefore, we now look deeper into the spectrum, namely at the
density of states. The density of states measure µ 
 I 	 of an operator expresses
how many states can be distributed among an energy interval I. But we are
dealing with infinitely extended operators in L2 
 m 	 such that in our situation
“how many” has no meaning at all. If we restrict our system to a finite por-
tion of space, however, there remain only states of finite multiplicity. Then an
appropriate average in space leads to the density of states.
We start with a description of the necessary technique. For L  let QL 
 L
2 
L
2 
m denote a cube of side length L centered at the origin. To restrict a
selfadjoint operator T acting in L2 
 m 	 to the cube QL we have to add suitable
boundary conditions on ∂QL, the boundary of QL. The most interesting are
Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions because, in some sense, they are
minimal and maximal, respectively. The Dirichlet (resp. Neumann) operator
T DQL (resp. T NQL ) on the box QL associated with T is given by T
D  N
QL  T  L2  QL 
with Dirichlet (resp. Neumann) boundary conditions on ∂QL. More precisely,
T DQL is the unique selfadjoint operator associated with the quadratic form tD
defined by the same formula (2.5) as t but with form domain  1 
 QL 	 ; in the
Neumann case the quadratic form tN has form domain  1 
 QL 	 . Here  1 
 U 	
denotes the closure of C∞c 
 U 	 , the space of smooth functions of any order
defined on U with compact support, with respect to ﬀ ﬀ ﬁﬂﬀ ﬀ 1.
Definition 2.4 Let T be selfadjoint and let ﬃ D  NQL 
 I 	 denote the number of
eigenvalues of T D  NQL within an open interval I. We call
µ 
 I 	

lim
L  ∞
1
ﬀ QL ﬀ ﬃ
D
QL 
 I 	 (2.9)
the density of states measure of T , provided that the limit exists. Here ﬀ ﬁﬁﬁ!ﬀ is
the Lebesgue measure.
The reason for using the Dirichlet operator instead of the Neumann oper-
ator in the definition above is that it makes no difference in the case of both
periodic and ergodic operators (for a proof see [Ki2] and references therein),
the only operators we are going to deal with. Moreover, in both cases the
limit (2.9) exists, at least if we average in the ergodic case.
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Theorem 2.5 (Pastur) Let " Tω # be ergodic as above. Then for an open inter-
val I the limit
µ $ I %'& lim
L ( ∞
1
) QL
)ﬂ*,+.-
D
QL $ I;Tω %0/
exists, where *2143 5 denotes the expectation with respect to P. In addition, the
density of states measure µ $ 3 ;Tω % exists P-a.s. and is P-a.s. independent of ω,
i.e.
P 6 µ $ I;Tω %7& µ $ I %98:& 1 ;
for all I &<$ a ; b % with a and b continuity points of µ =9$ a ; b %9> .
We call µ the density of states measure of the ergodic family " Tω # . In most
cases it is easier to investigate the behaviour of the distribution function
ρ $ E %7& µ =9$9? ∞ ; E %9>@; E A:BC; (2.10)
of the density of states measure instead of µ itself. ρ is called the integrated
density of states. The almost sure spectrum Σ consists exactly of the growth
points of ρ, or, in other words, Σ & suppµ. Here suppµ denotes the support of
the measure µ, i.e. suppµ is the set of numbers E ADB for which any neigh-
borhood U of E has positive measure µ $ U %7E 0. Analogous to Eqn. (2.10), we
will use - D F NQL $ E %7& -
D F N
QL =$9? ∞ ; E %9> as abbreviation.
Theorems 2.3 and 2.5 justify just to speak of spectral properties of ergodic
operators instead of taking each realization ω into account. Those ω’s that do
not exhibit these almost sure spectrum and density of states are regarded as
exceptions and will be omitted in our further considerations. So sometimes
we drop the formulation “almost surely” in the sequel.
The proof of Theorem 2.5 gives the following easy conclusion.
Corollary 2.6 For Tω as in Theorem 2.5
1
) QL
)ﬂ*
+
-
D
QL $ E;Tω % / & : ρ
D
L $ E %HG ρ $ E %HG ρNL $ E % : &
1
) QL
)ﬂ*
+
-
N
QL $ E;Tω % /
(2.11)
holds for all L AJI and E AJB . Furthermore, ρDL $ E % (resp. ρNL $ E % ) increases
(resp. decreases) monotonically as L K ∞.
This relies on the usual Dirichlet-Neumann bracketing (cf. [RS4]). Since
both the LHS and RHS of the enclosure (2.11) converge to ρ $ E % , Corollary 2.6
supplies our main tool in investigating the density of states.
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OurL next goal is to approximate the spectrum and the density of states by
periodic realizations, because we have a quite good knowledge of periodic
models (see Chapter 4). The density of states is defined via approximation by
operators on large boxes, and, since these operators are approximated by their
periodic continuations themself, the definition of the density of states provides
periodic approximations rather automatically.
For a similar determination of the spectrum we first have to make precise
our random models.
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3 Random models
In this chapter we will specify the random models employed here in detail.
As mentioned in the introduction, our goal is to describe random divergence
type operators ∇ M aω N x O ∇ in L2 NP m O with high contrast coefficients. More pre-
cisely, fix some large λ Q 1 and take a˜λ R λ as base medium occupying the
whole space
P
m
. Later on we will treat λ as a parameter and send λ to infinity.
To generate a high contrast we shall perturb a˜λ by areas where the coefficients
take smaller values than λ. For simplicity we will only deal with a two com-
ponent medium, thus we assume the coefficients to take only two values, say
1 and λ. Therefore it remains to model the shape of the perturbing area.
We think of “grains” perturbing the base medium, hence for our models it
is enough to (randomly) choose grains M1 S M2 STTT and to consider coefficients
of the form
aλ N x O7UWV
1 if x X M1 Y M2 Y:TTTS
λ otherwise
S
(3.1)
and operators formally given by
Tλ U ∇ M aλ N x O ∇ in L2 NP m O T (3.2)
Clearly, we have to take care of aλ to be measurable (uniform ellipticity is
obvious) for Eqn. (3.2) to be well defined. Moreover, the grains should be
mutually disjoint, compact, and connected. Some of these demands are tech-
nically not necessary but this is what one usually would expect how “grains”
are to behave.
For a technical reason (see Chapter 3.4) we make a general assumption on
all grains that occur in our models.
Assumption 3.1 (Regularity assumption) For the rest of this work we as-
sume that all grains M U M occuring in our models satisfy
˜
Z 1[
N
M O7U
Z 1[
N
Mint O
S
(3.3)
where Mint denotes the interior of M,
˜
Z 1
[
N
M OHU]\ u X
Z 1
NP
m
O^
^
u
N
x O7U 0 a.e. in
P
m _ M `
S
and Z 1[
N
Mint O the usual Sobolev space of the open set Mint. For example, if M
satisfies the segment condition then (3.3) holds (cf. [HZh]).
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Summarizing,a and to take stochastic notation into account, all models con-
sist in constructing M b ω c , the union of perturbing grains. Thus M b ω c is always
given by
M b ω c7dWe
j f J
M j b ω chg
where J denotes a suitable index set and M j b ω c the individual grains. The
random coefficients are then given by Eqn. (3.1) with M1 i M2 i:jjj replaced
by M b ω c .
Intuitively there are two different kinds of randomness in modelling ran-
dom grains: spatial and grain-shape randomness.
3.1 Spatial distribution (model M1)
The perturbations consist of grains of one shape Ξ, however, the grains are
randomly distributed in space, in a way such that they do not touch each other.
We say the grains are spatially distributed. More precisely, let Ξ be a closed
subset of k m that is contained in the closed ball of radius R centered at the
origin, for R fixed, i.e. Ξ l B b R c . Assume that both Ξint, the interior of Ξ, and
Ξc, the complement of Ξ, are connected. To distribute copies of this primary
grain Ξ in k m , it is clearly enough to do so for the centres xn of the enclosing
balls B b R cnm Ξ. Such random point processes are well known in stochastic
geometry, we refer to [StSt, SKM] for details.
Let o xn b ω c!p n frq denote a stationary Poisson point process in k m with in-
tensity κ s 0, i.e. Φ b ω cHd<o xn b ω cut n vxwup is simple and locally finite for all
ω v Ω, and the number of points of Φ in a bounded Borel set U has a Poisson
distribution of mean κ tU t ,
P y # z Φ { U |ud n },d κ
n
tU t n
n! e ~
κ U 
(this justifies the name “Poisson”). Moreover, if we denote by # z Φ { U | the
number of points of Φ lying in U , then

# z Φ { U |!ud κ rtU t (3.4)
explains why we call κ intensity of Φ. The notation Φ d<o xn t n vxwup might
suggest that there is a natural order or enumeration of the points, but this is not
the case. It can be easily seen that Φ is ergodic: for disjoint sets U1 g U2 lk m
the random variables # z Φ { Uk | are known to be independent, so that Φ is
mixing (see Eqn. (2.3)), and therefore ergodic.
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If we would take  xn  as centres of balls Bn with Radius R then the non-
intersecting condition Bn  Bk Ł for n  k is not guaranteed. Thus  Ξ  xn 
 Ξ  xk   may happen (see Fig. 3.1).
A suitable refinement is performed by so called hard-core processes.
These hard-core processes are special stationary point processes in which the
constituent points are forbidden to lie closer together than a certain minimum
distance, the hard-core distance. The points satisfy

 xn  ω  xk  ω 

 h  2R  for n 

k  n  k ,C (3.5)
independent of ω, where h  0 is the hard-core distance (see Fig. 3.2). For
a construction procedure starting with a (simple) stationary Poisson process
see [StSt, SKM]. Another approach leading to hard-core models uses station-
ary Gibbs point processes. For an introduction to Gibbs processes see [SKM].
Here we are only interested in properties (3.4) and (3.5) combined with the
fact that hard-core processes are ergodic with respect to shifts τx, x  m
(cf. [St3, NZ2, NZ1, SKM]).
To illustrate ergodicity of hard-core processes we look at the mixing prop-
erty (see Eqn. (2.3)). Consider cylinder sets A1 and A2, and suppose that their
supporting points (the number of these points is finite!) are contained in com-
pact sets K1  K2   m , respectively. Generally, for any x J m , A1 and τ  1x A2
are not independent, so that P  A1  τ  1x A2   P  A1  P  A2  . But the mutual in-
fluence should vanish if  x ! ∞ and so the distance between K1 and K2 grows,
Figure 3.1: Simulation of a Poisson process with possibly intersecting
balls of radius R centered at each point. Such models are known as
Boolean models.
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Figure 3.2: Simulation of a hard-core process with non-intersecting
balls of radius R   h ¡ 2 centered at each point, and hard-core distance h.
i.e. P ¢ A1 £ τ ¤ 1x A2 ¥H¦ P ¢ A1 ¥ P ¢ A2 ¥ . That is what we called mixing, and so the
process is ergodic.
In case of a construction procedure using Gibbs processes we can even
show ergodicity directly. The main idea of stationary Gibbs processes is to
start with a stationary Poisson point process, and then to weight the proba-
bility measure to obtain a new distribution. This concept allows to exclude
certain configurations, for instance, those that do not respect a given hard-core
distance. A fundamental characteristic of a Gibbs process is its so called local
energy function E which gives via e ¤ E essentially the weight function men-
tioned above. We assume that E is of the form
E ¢ x § ϕ
¥7¨
γ © ∑
y ª ϕ
θ «!¬ x ­ y ¬ ®¯§ (3.6)
where γ is a constant (named chemical activity), and θ : ° 0 § ∞
¥C¦
¢9­ ∞ § ∞ ±
denotes the pair potential. Here ϕ
¨³²
xn ¬ n ´Jµu¶ is a configuration of points
in · m . For given x and ϕ the quantity E ¢ x § ϕ
¥
can be interpreted as the energy
needed to add the point x to ϕ. Gibbs processes first arose in statistical physics,
hence the term. Hard-core models with hard-core distance h can be obtained
if we set
θ ¢ d
¥7¨W¸
∞ for d ¹ h
0 for d º h § (3.7)
since there cannot survive configurations with at least two points of distance
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less or equal h. If the interaction radius
ζ » inf ¼ d ½:¾À¿ θ Á ρ Â7» 0 for all ρ Ã d Ä
is finite, then we have P Á A1 Å τ Æ 1x A2 ÂÇ» P Á A1 Â P Á A2 Â with notation as above,
provided ¿ x ¿ is so large that the distance between K1 and τ Æ 1x K2 is greater thanζ. As ζ » h È ∞ in our case, we conclude that the hard-core process is ergodic.
A further property of Gibbsian processes Φ Á ω Â is that for any bounded
Borel set U ÉÊ¾ m the probability that U contains no points of Φ Á ω Â is positive,
P Ë Φ
Å
U »ÌÍÎÃ 0 Ï (3.8)
This follows from a well known property of Gibbs point processes (see [Kal]),
and Eqn. (3.8) turns out to be important for our further approach.
Finally, we define model M1 to be
M Á ω Â7»ÑÐ
n ÒrÓ
Mn Á ω ÂhÔ Mn Á ω Â'» Ξ Õ xn Á ω ÂhÔ (M1)
with operators formally given by
Tω Ö λ » ∇ × aω Ö λ∇ Ô aω Ö λ Á x Â7»WØ
1 if x ½ M Á ω ÂhÔ
λ if x ½,¾ m Ù M Á ω ÂhÔ λ Ú 1 Ô (3.9)
where ¼ xn Á ω Â!Ä denotes a Gibbs hard-core process in ¾ m with hard-core dis-
tance h Ã 2R and intensity κ Ã 0. Of course, Tω Ö λ is a random operator, i.e.
ω ÛÜ Tω Ö λ is weakly measurable (see Appendix A.1). The ergodicity of the
hard-core process clearly implies that Tω Ö λ is ergodic (with respect to ¾ m -
translations).
3.2 Grain-shape distribution (model M2)
As mentioned above there is another natural modelling of random grains,
namely variation of the shape and size of grains. For a first investigation we do
not want to consider random shapes together with spatial distributions, hence
we restrict to a periodic lattice and pin randomly distributed grains at the lat-
tice points.
To this end consider a distribution Γ of sets Ξ ÉŁ¾ m such that
Ξ Á ω Â is closed Ô Ξ Á ω Â int Ô Ξ Á ω Â c are connected Ô
and Ξ Á ω ÂÝÉ V É Qint1
(3.10)
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hold with probability one, where V is some fixed compact set. We now fix at
each lattice point such a random grain, i.e. we denote by P the product measure
Þ
i ßáà m Γ. Then model M2 is defined as
M â ω ã'äæå
i ßáà m
Mi â ω ãhç Mi â ω ã7ä Ξi â ω ãéè i ç (M2)
with operators formally given as in Eqn. (3.9). Here Ξi are independent iden-
tically distributed copies of the random set Ξ. Similarly to Section 2.2, in-
dependence implies that Tω ê λ is ergodic (with respect to ë m-translations). An
example is shown in Fig. 3.3.
There are quite simple examples of such distributions Γ which, as we will
see later, lead to an exact determination of the almost sure spectrum Σλ (see
Theorem 5.2). The random grains are given by (random) scalings of a fixed
(non-random) grain. Let r â ω ã be a random variable with distribution Γ, and
let Ξ be as in Eqn. (3.10) with Ξ â ω ã replaced by Ξ. Moreover, assume that Ξ
is star-shaped and has the origin as midpoint. Using the scaling operator
Sη : ì m í ì m ç Sηx ä ηx ç for η î 0 ç (3.11)
Figure 3.3: Simulation of model M2, i.e. a lattice point process with
random grains Ξi ï ω ð independent identically distributed at each lattice
point i ñóò m (denoted by the bullets ô ). The dotted lines separate the
cubes Q1 õ i and, therefore, the grains Ξi ï ω ð õ i, too.
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Figure 3.4: Simulation of model M2’, i.e. a lattice point process with
balls B ö ri ÷ ω ø0ù 2 ø of random radius independent identically distributed
at each lattice point i úüû m (denoted by the bullets ý ).
we define
Ξi þ ω ß  Sri  ω  Ξ  i 
m
 (3.12)
where ri are independent copies of the random variable r. Note that we have
Sη1Ξ  Sη2Ξ if η1 	 η2. To guarantee condition (3.10) assume suppΓ 


Rmin  Rmax  with 0 	 Rmin 	 Rmax  1.
Then model M2’ is given by
M
þ
ω ß 
i  m
Mi þ ω ß Mi þ ω ß  Ξi þ ω ß i  (M2’)
A sample with Ξ   B
þ
1  2 ß is shown in Fig. 3.4.
3.3 Soft-core models (model M3)
In the two previous sections we have strictly distinguished between spatial
and grain-shape randomness. Of course, both models, M1 and M2, can be
combined leading to a further model M3. The reason for this temporary de-
marcation lies in the obtained spectral properties. If we put models M1 and M2
together, then the combined model partially carries some spectral properties
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of M1 together with some properties of M2. On the other hand, some proper-
ties of M1 or M2 disappear. Summarizing, by creating a new model obtained
form M1 together with M2 some kind of spectral properties are exhibited if at
least one model, either M1 or M2, has this property, while other properties are
only present, if both models, M1 and M2, have this particular property.
Model M3 should describe grains of variable size (and/or shape) which are
randomly distributed in space. A first naive model can be obtained from hard-
core models as in M1. Similar to model M2 we replace the fixed primary grain
Ξ by a random primary grain Ξ  ω  . To preserve mutually non-intersecting
grains, we have to bound the radius R of the enclosing ball Ξ  ω ﬀ B  R  by the
half hard-core distance h ﬁ 2 form above. But in such a model there cannot exist
clusters of small grains since the enclosing balls have to respect the hard-core
distance. The lack of clustering can be removed if we soften the (global) hard-
core distance to a “local hard-core distance”, depending on the local ball radii.
This yields so called soft-core models which are also ergodic point processes
(cf. [St3]). We will not discuss soft-core processes in detail but refer to the
appropriate literature [StSt, St1, St2, St3]. For a sample of a soft-core process
see Fig. 3.5.
Like in the case of hard-core models, there is also an intensity κ ﬂ 0 for a
soft-core model Φ, ﬃ 
# ! Φ " U #%$'& κ (*)U ) +
Moreover, each xn , Φ carries a mark rn such that
-
- xn  ω /. xk  ω 
-
-
ﬂ rn  ω 0 rk  ω 1 n 2& k 1
where the marks rn are distributed according to a mark distribution Λ. This
probability measure describes the behaviour of a typical point of Φ, where
“typical” is meant in notation of Palm distributions (cf. [SKM]). For instance,
the mean radius is given by
ﬃ
Λ 3 r1 4 .
For example, such a soft-core process can be obtained as Gibbs process by
modifying the pair potential θ in Eqn. (3.7), we now set
θ  d 1 r1 1 r2 &65
∞ if d 7 r1 0 r2
0 otherwise,
i.e. the pair potential θ is infinite if the ball with radius r1 centered at the origin
and the ball with radius r2 centered at a point with distance d from the origin
do intersect. As for the energy function E, we have to take the marks (the
radii) of the points into account. Let 8 x 1 r 9
,;:
m <
 0 1 ∞  be a marked point,
then define
E
!
8 x 1 r 91 ϕ
#
& γ 0 ∑
=
y > r ? y @BADC ϕ
θ
!
) x . y ) 1 r1 r  y 
#
1
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Figure 3.5: Simulation of a soft-core process with non-intersecting
balls of random radius centered at each point.
where r E y F denotes the mark (positive radius) of a point y of the configuration
of marked points ϕ. In other words we have
E GIH x J r KJ ϕ LNMPOQ
Q
R
Q
QS
∞ if for at least one H y J r E y FTKVU ϕ the ball with ra-
dius r E y F centered at y intersects the ball with
radius r centered at x
γ otherwise,
replacing Eqn. (3.6). Now suppose the mark distribution Λ to have support
in a compact interval W 0 J ζ X 2 Y . Thus two points H yi J ri KNU Φ do not influence
each other whenever Z y1 [ y2 Z]\ ζ. This justifies to call ζ the (finite) interac-
tion radius. Applying the same arguments as above we obtain ergodicity of
such soft-core processes. Furthermore, as in the case of hard-core processes,
the same argument implies that Eqn. (3.8) holds also for Gibbs soft-core pro-
cesses, i.e. any bounded Borel set contains no points of the point process with
positive probability.
To put random grains Ξn into the balls B E rn F we use the scaling opera-
tors, introduced in Eqn. (3.11), and choose a random primary grain Ξ ^ B E 1 F ,
contained in the unit ball, with distribution Γ. With this notation we have
SηΞ ^ B E η F .
Now let us turn back to our grain models. Let Φ be a Gibbs soft-core
process as described above with mark distribution Λ such that suppΛ ^_W 0 J R Y ,
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for finite` R. Moreover, denote by Ξn a ω b independent identically distributed
copies of the random primary grain Ξ
a
ω b . Then define model M3 as
M
a
ω bced
n f*g
Mn a ω bh Mn a ω bc Srn i ω j Ξn a ω bk xn a ω bh (M3)
with operators formally given by Eqn. (3.9). Again, Tω l λ is ergodic (with re-
spect to m m -translations). Here the probability measure P is the product mea-
sure of the distribution PΦ of the soft-core process (which includes Λ in some
sense) and the grain shape distribution n n f*g Γ.
For a simple example take Ξ c B
a
1 b (non-random) which leads to individ-
ual grains
Mn a ω bc B o rn a ω bIpqk xn a ω br
Fig. 3.5 shows a sample of this kind of model.
3.4 The limit operators
Once we have defined our models and, therefore, our operators Tω l λ with pa-
rameter λ s 1, the first question that arises is wether there is a limit operator,
say Tω l∞, in some sense, as λ t ∞.
For fixed ω, in all our models the operators Tω l λ are monotonically in-
creasing with respect to λ. Thus by monotone convergence of quadratic
forms (cf. [Wei, Si, RS1]) there is a selfadjoint operator Tω l∞, living in a
possibly smaller Hilbert space, such that Tω l λ t Tω l∞ in strong resolvent
sense, as λ t ∞. The form domain D
a
tω l∞ b consists of all u uwv 1 a m m b with
supλ x 1 tω l λ y u z/{ ∞, and Tω l∞ lives in the Hilbert space ˜v given by the closure
of D
a
tω l∞ b in L2 a m m b . As the complement of M a ω b is open and connected in
any case, we immediately get
D
a
tω l∞ bﬀc}| u u~v 1 a m m b~

u
a
x bc 0 a.e. in M
a
ω b c  c ˜v 1 o M
a
ω bIp]r
We refer to [HL1] for details. Thus, using Assumption 3.1, D
a
tω l∞ bc
v
1
a
M
a
ω b int b , and we obtain
Tω l∞ c ∆M
i
ω j c
j f J
 ∆M j i ω j r
Here and in the sequel we denote, for simplicity, by  ∆G the usual Dirichlet
Laplacian on the open set Gint  m m (we drop the superscript int).
To summarize, under our assumptions we have
Tω l λ tP
j f J
 ∆M j i ω j in s.r.s. h as λ t ∞ h
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for all ω in all models M1–M3. Note that under fairly weak assumptions on
the grains the limit operators on the RHS have discrete spectra.
3.5 Periodic approximation
In the present section we intend to characterize the spectrum Σλ of Tω  λ for
fixed λ more carefully. Using Floquet theory, the spectrum of periodic opera-
tors can be determined in quite an easy way, compared with random operators.
Fortunately it turns out that the almost sure spectrum Σλ can be described via
spectra of proper periodic operators.
To this end, consider the family of ergodic operators Tω  λ according to
one of the models M1–M3. Notice that we can take L1  loc Ł m  as state space.
Clearly L1  loc is a polish space; for instance, a metric generating the topology
is given by
d
Ł
a  b ﬀ ∑
i  m
1
2  i 
min  1 %  b  a   L1  Q1  i  
where T denotes the maximum norm on

m and Q1 the unit cube centered at
the origin, as above. Furthermore, we set
Ωper  ω  Ω  aω is periodic (with some finite period)  ¡
the set of all periodic realizations.
The following Lemma states that the almost sure spectrum Σλ of the er-
godic family Tω  λ can be expressed by the spectra of all periodic realiza-
tions, i.e. by all ω  Ωper ¢ suppP. This is a well know result for random
Schro¨diger operators (for a proof see [KM]). To prove the same result for di-
vergence type operators one has to use different methods in parts compared to
the Schro¨dinger case. For a model similar to Eqn. (2.7) a proof can be found
in [FKl1] (Lemma 19). Our arguments presented here are a synthesis of [Ki2]
and [FKl1].
Lemma 3.2 Consider Tω  λ as in models M1–M3, then
Σλ  £
ω  Ωper ¤ suppP
σ
Ł
Tω  λ ¦¥
Due to ergodicity Ωper has measure zero or one. Thus it may happen that
the almost sure spectrum is determined by a set of measure zero! As a prepa-
ration we need two Lemmas.
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Lemma 3.3 For Tω § λ as in models M1–M3 suppose ωn ¨ ω0 in L1 § loc ©ª m « .
Then
Tωn § λ ¬ ¨ Tω0 § λ in s.r.s. ­
and in particular
σ
©
Tω0 § λ
«¯® °
n ±*²
σ
©
Tωn § λ
«
holds.
We give a proof in Appendix A.2.
Lemma 3.4 Let Tω § λ be as in models M1–M3. If Ω0 is dense in suppP then
Σλ ³ °
ω ± Ω0
σ
©
Tω § λ «´
Proof. (1) Take some ω0 µ;¶ ω µ suppP · Σλ ³ σ © Tω § λ «%¸ . Since Ω0 ® suppP
is dense we can find a sequence ωn in Ω0 with ωn ¨ ω0, thus Lemma 3.3
implies
Σλ ³ σ © Tω0 § λ
«¯® °
n ±*²
σ
©
Tωn § λ
«¹® °
ω ± Ω0
σ
©
Tω § λ «´
(2) As for the opposite inclusion, let ω0 µ suppP and define Un
³
¶
ω
µ
Ω ·
d
©
ω ­ ω0 «º 1 » n ¸ , so P
©
Un «¼ 0. By setting Ω1
³
¶
ω
µ
suppP · Σλ ³ σ © Tω § λ «%¸
we get P
©
Ω1 «
³
1 implying P
©
Un ½ Ω1 «V¼ 0. Thus Un ½ Ω1 is not empty and
there is some ωn µ Un ½ Ω1. As ωn ¨ ω0 we conclude
σ
©
Tω0 § λ
«¯® °
n ±*²
σ
©
Tωn § λ
«
³
Σλ ­
again using Lemma 3.3.
Now we return to Lemma 3.2.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. In view of Lemma 3.4 it remains to show that Ωper is
dense in suppP. First we construct periodic realizations ωn µ Ωper approxi-
mating some ω0 µ suppP.
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For n ¾ ¿ choose Ln ¾¿ such that
∑
i ÀÁ m Â QcLn
1
2 Ã i ÃÄ
1 Å n Æ
Then define ωn ¾ Ωper by
ωn Ç q È Lni ÉÊ ω0 Ç q ÉË i ¾Ì m Ë (3.13)
where q ¾ÍÌ m Î QLn in case of model M2, and q ¾ QLn in case of model M1
or M3. We conclude d
Ç
ωn Ë ω0 É
Ä
1 Å n, such that ωn Ï ω0, as n Ï ∞.
To complete the proof we have to show that each ωn belongs to suppP. In
case of model M2 this is immediately obvious since each ω0 Ç i É¹Ê Ξi Ç ω0 É be-
longs to suppΓ, the common distribution of the grain shape. As for model M1,
we have to look more carefully at periodic continuations of ω0 Ð QLn as in
Eqn. (3.13) because we have to avoid intersecting grains. Therefore, for
given Ln and ω0, drop all grains of ω0 with center in QLn that do inter-
sect the boundary of QLn , yielding ω˜0 with d Ç ω˜0 Ë ω0 É
Ä
1 Å n, for Ln large
enough. From Eqn. (3.8) one easily obtains ω˜0 ¾ suppP, for instance, take
U ÊÒÑ x ¾;Ó m Ô dist
Ç
x Ë ∂QLn É
Ä
h Å 2 Õ where h is the hard-core distance. Now,
defining ωn to be the periodic continuations of ω˜0 as in Eqn. (3.13) gives
ωn ¾ suppP and ωn Ï ω0, as required. For model M3 the same arguments
apply.
Together with Corollary 2.6 we are now well prepared to investigate both
the spectrum and the density of states of random divergence type operators.
Therefore, in the next chapter we look first at periodic operators.
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4 The periodic case
We have seen in Chapters 2 and 3 that, in a certain sense, ergodic operators
can be approximated by periodic operators. Thus we hope to reap some profit
by investigating periodic operators that arise from restrictions of ergodic op-
erators or from periodic realizations. These periodic operators should have a
similar form as models M1–M3, i.e. M is supposed to be periodic,
M Ö×
i ØÙ m Ú
Ξ Û i ÜÝ (4.1)
This particular class of periodic operators was studied by Hempel and Lienau
in [HL1, HL2].
First note that by scaling it is sufficient to consider periodicity with respect
to the Þ m-lattice instead of L Þ m-lattices, L ßwà , which are needed to approx-
imate random operators (cf. Corollary 2.6 and Lemma 3.2). But in this case,
the primary grain need not be connected, e.g. see Fig. 4.1. We start with a
description of the operators used in [HL1]. Let G áãâ m be open, connected,
and periodic with respect to the Þ m-lattice, and set M Öäâ m å G. Again, assume
that M satisfies Assumption 3.1. Periodicity enables us to apply Floquet/Bloch
theory, so it is enough to study restrictions of the periodic operators to the fun-
damental lattice cell Q1 ÖçæDè 12 é 12 ê
m
. To this end, we denote
G1 Ö G ë Q1
é
Ξ Ö M ë Q1
é
and assume that Ξ has positive distance to the boundary of Q1 (cf. Fig. 4.1).
In fact, then Eqn. (4.1) holds. In analogy to the random case, define for λ ì 1
selfadjoint operators T perλ in L2
Ú
â
m
Ü formally by
T perλ Ö ∇ í a
per
λ ∇ é a
per
λ
Ú
x ÜÖ6î
1 if x ß M
é
λ if x ß G Ý (4.2)
To state the results given in [HL1, HL2] we need the following notation. Using
Floquet theory, T perλ can be decomposed into fibers
T perλ ïÖ
Ú
2pi Üñð m òôó
õ
ð
pi ö pi ÷ m
T perλ
Ú
ϑ Ü dϑ
é
where T perλ
Ú
ϑ Ü is the restriction of T perλ on Q1 with ϑ-periodic boundary condi-
tions. Ek ö λ
Ú
ϑ Ü denotes the eigenvalues with numbering according to min-max,
counting multiplicities. If we let
αk ö λ Ö minϑ Ek ö λ
Ú
ϑ Ü
é
βk ö λ Ö maxϑ Ek ö λ
Ú
ϑ Ü
é
(4.3)
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(a)
Ξ
Q1
(b)
Figure 4.1: Sample of a periodic operator: (a) A part of the periodic
lattice, and (b) the fundamental lattice cell Q1 and the fundamental (or
primary) grain Ξ.
then the spectrum of T perλ is given by
σ ø T perλ ùúüû
k ý*þß
αk   λ  βk   λ  (4.4)
We call the interval
ß
αk   λ  βk   λ  the k-th spectral band, and ø βk   λ  αk  1   λ
ù
, pro-
vided it is not empty, the k-th spectral gap of T perλ .
In the same way as for ϑ-periodic operators, we introduce Dirichlet resp.
Neumann boundary conditions on ∂Q1 (cf. Section 2.3) leading to operators
T per  Dλ resp. T
per  N
λ with eigenvalues E
D
k   λ and E
N
k   λ, respectively. For all k  ,
min-max implies
ENk   λ 	 Ek   λ ø ϑ
ù
	
EDk   λ  ϑ 
ß

 pi  pi
ù
m

and so
σ ø T perλ ù û
k ý*þß
ENk   λ  E
D
k   λ

Moreover, EDk   λ and E
N
k   λ increase monotonically and converge as λ  ∞,
δk :
ú
lim
λ  ∞
EDk   λ
ú
sup
λ  1
EDk   λ  νk :
ú
lim
λ  ∞
ENk   λ
ú
sup
λ  1
ENk   λ

With this notation we can state the following result.
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Theorem 4.1 (Thm. 2.4(a) in [HL1]) The spectrum of T perλ converges to

k  νk  δk  , as λ  ∞, in the sense that
αk  λ  νk  βk  λ  δk  as λ  ∞ 
Moreover, the limit eigenvalues interlace, i.e. νk  δk  νk  1, for k  .
Summarizing, Theorem 4.1 says that the spectrum of T perλ in any compact
interval

0

K

consists, up to ε ﬀ 0, of

k  νk  δk  , for λ large, i.e.
ﬁ

0

K
ﬃﬂ 
k !
νk  δk " ε #%$'&
ﬁ

0

K
ﬃﬂ
σ ( T perλ ) $*&
ﬁ

0

K
ﬃﬂ 
k !
νk " ε  δk #%$
(4.5)
for λ + Λ ( ε

K
)
, taking the monotonicity of ED , Nk  λ into account.
While the limit Neumann eigenvalues νk are not related to any Neumann
problem, the δk’s are real Dirichlet eigenvalues. Under the regularity condi-
tions made above (see Assumption 3.1) we have
T perλ "  " ∆M -/.
i 0ﬃ1 m
"
∆Ξ  i in strong resolvent sense

λ  ∞

(cf. [HL1] and Section 3.4), and we see that the T perλ do not converge in
norm resolvent sense since the limit spectrum may consist of non-degenerate
bands, while σ (
"
∆M
)
-32
δk 4 k 576 . Note that the δk’s are exactly the eigen-
values (with finite multiplicity) of the Dirichlet Laplacian
"
∆Ξ on Ξ, and
T per D∞
-
limT per Dλ coincides with " ∆Ξ, and each E  σ ( " ∆M ) is an eigen-
value of infinite multiplicity.
Not only the spectrum but also the density of states is determined by the
band functions Ek  λ via
µλ ( I
)
-
( 2pi
)98
m ∑
k 0%:<;
;
2
ϑ
4
Ek  λ ( ϑ
)
 I 6
;
;

(4.6)
so there is also a limit result for the density of states. Here
4>=?=?=@4
denotes
Lebesgue measure.
Theorem 4.2 (Thm. 2.4(b) in [HL1]) The density of states measure µperλ as-
sociated with T perλ converges vaguely to the density of states measure µper∞ of
"
∆M, given by the counting function of the set 2 δk 4 k A76 . In detail, for an
open interval I &CB with endpoints not in the set
2
δk 4 k 76 we have
µperλ ( I ) "  µ
per
∞
( I
)
- ∑
δk 0 I
1

as λ  ∞ 
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Figure 4.2: Typical density function of the integrated density of states
ρperλ in the periodic case.
The above theorem is a simple consequence of Eqn. (4.6) combined with
the fact that all Ek F λ
D
ϑ E concentrate at δk, as λ G ∞, except for Ek F λ
D
0 E that
converges to νk.
We will now look more carefully at the limit behaviour of spectral bands
and existence of gaps, for λ large. Obviously, Theorem 4.1 implies, provided
there is strict interlacing
νk H δk H νk I 1 J (4.7)
that the k-th band of σ
D
T perλ E does not collapse into a point, as λ G ∞, while
the k-th gap opens up, as λ G ∞. Here the first result follows from the LHS
of Eqn. (4.7), the second from the RHS. In [HL2] there is established the
existence of grains Ξ such that (4.7) holds for infinitely many k KML . More
precisely, the grains Ξ satisfying (4.7), for any k up to some arbitrary K KAL ,
form a dense Gδ-set in a suitable grain-space, i.e. (4.7) is a generic property.
Thus, generically, the density of states behaves, for λ large, as is shown in
Fig. 4.2. The shaded area of the real line indicates the spectrum.
For later use notice that there exist grains such that any number of gaps in
σ
D
T perλ E will open up, as λ G ∞.
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5 Location of the spectrum and convergence of
the density of states
In this chapter we describe the location of the almost sure spectrum Σλ and the
behaviour of the almost sure density of states µλ of models M1–M3 in more
detail, as λ N ∞. Surprisingly, in most cases, our random operators behave
almost like periodic operators, discussed in the previous chapter. We start with
the spectrum.
5.1 Determination of the spectrum
First consider model M1, spatial distribution. There is just one primary grain,
like in the periodic case, which is randomly distributed in space. Hence one
could conjecture that the spectrum Σλ has also a band-gap structure, and that
there exist spectral gaps, at least for λ large. But quite the contrary is true.
Theorem 5.1 Consider model M1 or model M3. For all λ O 1 the a.s. spec-
trum Σλ of Tω P λ coincides with the whole positive real line. More precisely,
σ Q Tω P λ R
a S s S
T Σλ TVU 0 W ∞ R W all λ O 1 W
holds.
Proof. For the moment assume that ω˜ T a˜ X λ belongs to suppP. Then
Lemma 3.2 immediately implies σ Q Tω˜ P λ RZY Σλ, and since σ Q Tω˜ P λ R T σ Q\[ λ∆ R T
U 0 W ∞
R
the claimed result follows.
It remains to show that ω˜ ] suppP. For this take ωn ] suppP such that
M Q ωn
R_^
Qn T3` . Such realizations exist because using Eqn. (3.8) we see that
a
ω b M Q ω
Rc^
Qn T3`ed has positive measure, for all n. With this choice we get
ωn N ω˜ yielding ω˜ ] suppP.
This result makes it clear that it is more fruitful to investigate the density
of states instead of the spectrum itself. We will look at the density of states in
the next section.
In the case of model M2 the lattice f m, which the model is based on, is
strong enough to carry over the band-gap structure from the periodic case. Un-
fortunately, without further assumptions, Lemma 3.2 cannot be improved in
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the general case. So we first investigate the more specific model M2’, the lat-
tice model with randomly scaled copies of a fixed (non-random) grain Ξ g Q1.
It turns out that the spectrum Σλ is completely determined by the spectra
of TR h λ, the i m-periodic operator with
M j R kmlon
i pﬃq m r
SRΞ s i tvu R w suppΓ x (5.1)
Under some additional assumption on suppΓ, we can even express Σλ in terms
of only two spectra, namely of TRmin h λ and TRmax h λ.
Theorem 5.2 Consider model M2’. If suppΓ lVyRmin u Rmax z then
σ j Tω h λ k
a { s {
l Σλ l|n
k p%}
~
αk h λ j Rmax kcu βk h λ j Rmin ku λ  1 u
where αk h λ j Rmax k and βk h λ j Rmin k are the (lower resp. upper) band edges of the
spectra of TRmax h λ and TRmin h λ, respectively, cf. Eqns. (4.3) and (4.4).
See Fig. 5.1 for an example. For the proof we need the following result.
Lemma 5.3 Let αk h λ j R k and βk h λ j R k denote the edges of the spectral bands of
the periodic operator TR h λ given by Eqn. (5.1).
Then, for fixed λ, αk h λ j\ k and βk h λ j\ k are continuous on yRmin u Rmax z .
Proof. Fix some R wj Rmin u Rmax k , and define Ξ j κ kl SR  κΞ, for κ w I l
j\ ε u ε k . Our idea is to apply a domain perturbation as in Kato’s book [Kat, VII-

6.5]. Therefore, we need a group of diffeomorphisms Ψ j κ kw C1 jŁ m u m k
σ(TRmin,λ)
Σλ
0
σ(TRmax,λ)
Figure 5.1: Almost sure spectrum Σλ in model M2’.
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V
Ξ(0)
U
Q1
Figure 5.2: The sets U  V used in the proof of Lemma 5.3.
depending on κ  I in such a way that Ψ  κ  transforms Ξ  0  SRΞ to Ξ  κ 
SR  κΞ, and at the same time leaves Q1 invariant.
To this end, let U  V be open subsets of  m with dist  U  V  0, Qc1  U ,
and Ξ  0 

V (cf. Fig. 5.2). Define
˜φ  x  dist  x  U dist  x  U  dist  x  V  x  x 
m

thus
˜φ  id on V  ˜φ  0 on U  (5.2)
and ˜φ is continuous. Now smooth out ˜φ to obtain φ  C1 Ł m  m  so that (5.2)
holds for φ, too. Finally, with
Ψ  κ  :  m   m  x  x  κφ  x @ κ  I 
we get the desired diffeomorphisms.
Denote by aR  κ  λ the  m-periodic coefficients of TR  κ  λ, and consider the
eigenvalue problem
∇  aR  κ  λ∇u  E  κ  u on Q1 (5.3)
with ϑ-periodic boundary conditions on ∂Q1. Note that aR  κ  λ  Ψ  κ  aR  λ.
Via Ψ  κ  we transform the eigenvalue problem (5.3), with eigenfunctions
u  y;κ  , into a generalized eigenvalue problem on Q1, with independent vari-
able x and eigenfunctions uˆ  x;κ  , where the quadratic forms corresponding to
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Eqns. VII-(6.39) and VII-(6.40) in [Kat] are given by
tλ   κ ¡£¢ uˆ ¤¥*¦ Q1
aR § κ ¨ λ   y ¡ª©
©
∇u
 
y ¡v©
©
2 dy
¥
¦
Q1
aR ¨ λ   x ¡ª©
©
J
 
x;κ ¡9« 1 ¬ ∇uˆ
 
x ¡v©
©
2J
 
x;κ ¡ dx ­
a
 
κ ¡£¢ uˆ ¤¥ ¦
Q1 ®
u
 
y ¡
®
2 dy ¥ ¦
Q1 ®
uˆ
 
x ¡
®
2J
 
x;κ ¡ dx ¯
(5.4)
Here we write y ¥ Ψ
 
x;κ ¡ , and J
 
x;κ ¡7¥±° δkl ² κ ∂φk∂xl   x ¡\³ for the Jacobian
of the transformation Ψ
 
κ ¡ , and J
 
x;κ ¡m¥ detJ
 
x;κ ¡ . Note that uˆ satisfies ϑ-
periodic boundary conditions on ∂Q1 if and only if u does.
Now we can proceed as in [Kat]. It follows that the eigenvalues E
 
κ ¡
of (5.3) depend analytically on κ ´ I, and so both the minimum αk ¨ λ
 
R
²
κ ¡ ,
taken over ϑ ´µ¢ ¶ pi ­ pi ¡ m, and the maximum βk ¨ λ   R ² κ ¡ are clearly continuous
in κ, proving the Lemma.
Remark 5.4 (a) In the proof of Lemma 5.3, ϑ-periodic boundary conditions
can be replaced by Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions, then leading
to piecewise analytic eigenvalues EDk ¨ λ   R ¡ and E
N
k ¨ λ   R ¡ with respect to R. Note
also that the proof just gives analytic functions Ek
 
¬
¡ , k ´ · , that coincide each
with, for instance, EDk ¨ λ  
¬
¡ , at some fixed R. However, the numbering of Ek may
be inconsistent with the one obtained by min-max.
(b) In our situation we cannot use the usual resolvent equation technique,
©
©
©
©
 
TR1 ¨ λ ² 1 ¡ «
1
¶
 
TR2 ¨ λ ² 1 ¡ «
1
©
©
©
©¹¸
C ©
©
©
©
aR1 ¨ λ ¶ aR2 ¨ λ ©
©
©
©
∞
­
to derive continuity of the eigenvalues because of ©
©
©
©
aR1 ¨ λ ¶ aR2 ¨ λ ©
©
©
©
∞
¥ λ ¶ 1,
whenever R1 º¥ R2. Moreover, the coefficients are not analytic themselves,
i.e. aR § κ ¨ λ cannot be expanded into a series aR ¨ λ ² κ a »
1 ¼
λ ² κ
2a »
2 ¼
λ ²
¬?¬?¬
. Thus,
TR § κ ¨ λ is not an analytic family of operators of type (B) in the sense of Kato
(cf. [Kat]). But if ˜TR § κ ¨ λ denotes the operator corresponding to Eqn. (5.4),
then we get an analytic family of type (B), and, furthermore, the eigenvalues
of ˜TR § κ ¨ λ and the eigenvalues of TR § κ ¨ λ are identical.
Now we are well prepared to prove Theorem 5.2.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. For R ´M¢Rmin ­ Rmax ¤ the operator TR ¨ λ is periodic, so
Lemma 3.2 implies
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½ ¾
R ¿¹À Rmin Á Rmax Â
σ Ã TR
Á
λ Ä\ÅµÆ Σλ Ç (5.5)
Conversely, if ω È Ωper É suppP is periodic with respect to L Ê m, for some
L È5Ë , then M Ã Rmin
ÄmÆ
M Ã ω
ÄmÆ
M Ã Rmax
Ä
yields
aRmax
Á
λ Ì aω
Á
λ Ì aRmin Á λ on Í
m Î (5.6)
and by min-max (all three operators are periodic!)
σ Ã Tω
Á
λ
ÄÆ
¾
k ¿%ÏÑÐ
αk
Á
λ Ã Rmax
Ä
Î βk
Á
λ Ã Rmin
ÄÒ
Î
for all periodic realizations Tω
Á
λ. The RHS does not depend on ω, hence
Lemma 3.2 again gives
Σλ
Æ
¾
k ¿%ÏÑÐ
αk
Á
λ Ã Rmax
Ä
Î βk
Á
λ Ã Rmin
ÄÒÓÇ
(5.7)
It remains to show that the LHS of Eqn. (5.5) coincides with the RHS of
Eqn. (5.7). By Lemma 5.3 the spectral edges of σ Ã TR
Á
λ
Ä
depend continuously
on R, moreover, they are clearly monotonically decreasing, thus
½ ¾
R ¿¹À Rmin Á Rmax Â
σ Ã TR
Á
λ Ä\ÅÔ
¾
k ¿%Ï5Ð
αk
Á
λ Ã Rmax Ä Î βk
Á
λ Ã Rmin Ä
Ò
Î
proving the Theorem.
Note that we would only get an inclusion “
Æ
” instead of an equality in
Theorem 5.2 if Lemma 5.3 would not be true. The same applies to the case
where suppΓ Õ×ÖRmin Î Rmax Ø is a strict inclusion.
There are some obvious consequences of Theorem 5.2.
Corollary 5.5 Consider model M2’. Then the following holds.
(a) In the definition of model M2’ let Ξ be a grain such that the associated
periodic operator (via Eqns. (4.1) and (4.2)) exhibits gaps in its spec-
trum, as λ Ù ∞. (cf. end of Chapter 4)
If ÚRmax Û Rmin Ú is small enough then Σλ has open gaps, for λ large.
(b) Assume suppΓ
Ô
ÖRmin Î Rmax Ø . Then, analogous to Eqn. (4.5), for ε Ü 0
and K Ü 0 we have
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ÝßÞ
0 à K áﬃâ ã
k ä
νk å Rmax æ à δk å Rmin æèç ε é%ê
ë
ÝßÞ
0 à K áﬃâ Σλ ê
ë
Ý_Þ
0 à K áﬃâ ã
k ä
νk å Rmax æèç ε à δk å Rmin æ é£êà
for λ ì Λ
å
ε à K
æ
.
Proof. For fixed R the periodic operator TR í λ has open gaps by assumption,
for λ large, then, using Theorems 4.1 and 5.2, part (a) follows. Part (b) is clear
from Theorem 4.1.
For a general grain distribution Γ, i.e. model M2, one obtains a repre-
sentation as in Theorem 5.2 using the above arguments if the following con-
ditions (replacing mainly Lemma 5.3) are satisfied. First, the band edges of
î m
-periodic operators Tω í λ depend continuously on ω, the support of Γ is
connected, and, finally, there is some monotonicity or some enclosure like
Eqn. (5.6).
But, generally, these conditions are not satisfied, and we can only deter-
mine the almost sure spectrum via
Σλ ï ã
ω ð Ωper ñ suppP
σ
å
Tω í λ æ (5.8)
(cf. Lemma 3.2). We will briefly describe why the arguments used above break
down in the general case of model M2. The starting point of a sharper deter-
mination of Σλ is given, as usual, by the set of all periodic realizations Tω í λ,
ω ò Ωper, used in Eqn. (5.8). Therefore, fix some ω0 ò Ωper such that Tω0 í λ is
periodic with respect to, say, the L î m-lattice. Tω0 í λ is completely determined
by the set of Lm grains Ξi
å
ω0 æ , for i ò QL â î m; thus we have to look only at the
basic lattice cell QL
ï
ä
ç
L
2 à
L
2 ó
m
. Our goal would be to obtain an enclosure of
the spectral bands of Tω0 í λ in terms of the spectral bands of
î m
-periodic opera-
tors T perΞ í λ , for Ξ ò suppΓ. As above, T
per
Ξ í λ denotes the operator with
î m
-periodic
grain area given by
M
ï
ã
i ðﬃô m õ
Ξ ö i
óv÷
To this end, we had to compare Tω0 í λ with some T
per
Ξ í λ , but the periods are
not identical. Hence we should consider T perΞ í λ as L
î m
-periodic operator, which
obviously can be done without changing the spectral bands. At this point we
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encounter a problem. There is no need that there exist grains, say Ξmin and
Ξmax, in suppΓ such that
Ξmin ø Ξi ù ω0 ú ø Ξmax û for all i ü QL ýeþ m û
respectively
T perΞmax ß λ   Tω0 ß λ   T
per
Ξmin ß λ û λ  1 û
holds. The last inequality would lead to an appropriate band enclosure for
Tω0 ß λ not depending on ω0.
So all we can do is, for the sake of completeness, to state
Theorem 5.6 Consider model M2.
(a) We have
σ
ù
Tω
ß
λ ú
a  s 
 Σλ  
ω  Ωper  suppP
σ
ù
Tω
ß
λ ú£û λ  1 
(b) Assume there exist a minimal and a maximal grain in suppΓ, in the sense
that Ξmin ø Ξ ù ω ú ø Ξmax for all ω ü suppΓ.
Then
σ
ù
Tω
ß
λ ú
a  s 
 Σλ ø 
k 
	

αk
ß
λ ù Ξmin úcû βk
ß
λ ù Ξmax ú
holds for all λ  1. Here αk
ß
λ ù Ξmin ú resp. βk
ß
λ ù Ξmax ú denote the lower
resp. upper band edges of the
þ
m
-periodic operators T perΞmin ß λ resp.
T perΞmax ß λ.
5.2 Concentration regions and convergence of the density of
states
In all our models, the operators Tω
ß
λ converge in strong resolvent sense to the
limit operator  ∆M  ω  . But this convergence is too weak to ensure spectral
convergence. For example, in the case of model M1, Theorem 5.1 says that
Tω
ß
λ has spectrum equal to  0 û ∞ ú almost surely, for λ  ∞, while the limit
spectrum consists exactly of the discrete Dirichlet eigenvalues of  ∆Ξ, the
Dirichlet Laplacian on the primary grain.
In contrast, the convergence in strong resolvent sense yields that the den-
sity of states measure µλ converges to the density of states measure µ∞ of the
limit operator. For details see Theorem 5.9. Preparatory to proving this claim,
we give a more general statement.
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Lemma 5.7 Suppose we are given selfadjoint operators Sn  S in L2  m  , Sn
monotonically increasing or decreasing, and Sn  S in strong resolvent sense.
If the integrated densities of states ρ

;Sn   ρ  ;S  exist, then the integrated
density of states converges,
ρ

E;Sn ﬁﬀ  ρ  E;S   as n  ∞ 
provided that E is a continuity point of ρ

;S  .
We say that ρ

E;S  exists if both ρDL  E;S  and ρNL  E;S  converge and the
limits coincide (cf. Eqns. (2.9) and (2.11)). Clearly, this is the case for both
periodic and ergodic operators, and so the above Lemma can be applied in our
situation.
Proof. First assume that Sn is increasing. Take some ε ﬂ 0. By assumption,
ρ

;S  is continuous in E, hence there is γ ﬂ 0 with
ﬃ
ﬃ ρ

˜E;S ﬀ ρ

E;S 
ﬃ
ﬃ! ε

˜E "

E

E # 2γ %$ (5.9)
For some L0 ﬂ 0 we have
ﬃ
ﬃ ρNL0  E # γ;S
ﬀ ρ

E # γ;S 
ﬃ
ﬃ
 ε $ (5.10)
Now consider the operators SNL , which is S restricted to cubes QL with Neu-
mann boundary conditions, as in Chapter 2.3. If E is an eigenvalue of SNL0 , take
some E0 "  E  E # γ  such that E0 is not an eigenvalue of SNL0 . Note that the
spectrum of SNL0 is countable. Then Eqns. (5.9)–(5.10) together with mono-
tonicity of ρNL0  ;S
 give
ﬃ
ﬃ ρNL0  E0;S
ﬀ ρ

E;S 
ﬃ
ﬃ& 2ε $ (5.11)
Since Sn converges to S in strong resolvent sense, compactness (cf. [Kat,
Thm. VIII-3.5]) implies SNn ' L0  SNL0 even in norm resolvent sense. As norm
resolvent convergence implies convergence of the spectral projections ( in
norm (cf. [RS1, Thm. VIII.23])
ﬃ
ﬃ
ﬃ
ﬃ
(*) + ∞ ' E0 ,  S
N
n ' L0
ﬀ
(-) + ∞ ' E0 ,  S
N
L0

ﬃ
ﬃ
ﬃ
ﬃ
ﬀ

0

n

∞

there is n0 "/. with
ρNL0  E0;Sn
ﬀ ρNL0  E0;S
10 0

n 2 n0  (5.12)
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where we took
ρNL0 3 E0;S 465 ρ
N
L0 3 E0;Sk 7 1 4ﬁ5 ρ
N
L0 3 E0;Sk 4%8 k 9/:;8
into account. Now, combining Eqns. (5.11)–(5.12) with the monotonicity of
ρ
3
E 8 Sn 4ﬁ5 ρ
3
E0 8 Sn 4 and ρ
3
E0;Sn 4ﬁ5 ρNL0 3 E0;Sn 4 gives
<
< ρ
3
E;Sn 4= ρ
3
E;S 4
<
<&> 2ε 8 n ? n0 8
which proves the claim.
As for decreasing operators Sn, the same arguments apply by taking Di-
richlet boundary conditions SDL instead of Neumann boundary conditions SNL .
Applying the above Lemma to our random operators establishes the almost
sure convergence of the density of states.
Proposition 5.8 Let Tω @ λ be as in one of the models M1–M3. Moreover, as-
sume that E is a continuity point of ρ
3A
; = ∆M B ω C 4 for all ω 9 Ω0 D Ω, with
P
3
Ω0 4FE 1. Then
ρλ
3
E 4ﬁ=HG ρ∞
3
E 4FEJILK ρ
3
E; = ∆M B ω C 4MN8 as λ G ∞ O
Here ρλ denotes the almost sure integrated density of states of Tω @ λ, for 1 5
λ > ∞.
Proof. To apply Lemma 5.7 we note that Tω @ λ increases monotonically, and
Tω @ λ GP= ∆M B ω C in strong resolvent sense, as λ G ∞. Thus it is sufficient to
consider sequences λn G ∞, as :RQ n G ∞. For each n 9S: , Theorem 2.5
provides a set Ωn D Ω of full measure such that
ρ
3
E;Tω0 @ λn 41E ρλn
3
E 41EJILK ρ
3
E;Tω @ λn 4MN8 ω0 9 Ωn 8 n 9L:;O
Taking the countable intersection
˜Ω E Ω0 TVU
n W
X
Ωn
we obtain a set ˜Ω
D
Ω of probability one, such that ρ
3A
; = ∆M B ω C 4 is continuous
at E and ρ
3
E;Tω @ λn 4FE ρλn
3
E 4 , for n 9/: , holds for all ω 9 ˜Ω.
Now, by Lemma 5.7, we see that
ρ
3
E; = ∆M B ω C 41E lim
n Y ∞
ρ
3
E;Tω @ λn 41E limn Y ∞ ρλn 3 E 4%8
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for ω Z ˜Ω, so that one deduces
[]\ ρ ^ E; _ ∆M ` ω abced lim
n f ∞
ρλn ^ E b%g
using Lebegue’s convergence theorem, since 0 h ρλn ^ E b h ρ ^ E; _ ∆ bid C Em j 2
is bounded.
While for any finite λ k ∞ Theorem 2.5 provides that the density of states
is almost surely constant, this cannot be obtained from Theorem 2.5 if λ
d
∞
because the limit operators _ ∆M ` ω a possibly act in different Hilbert spaces, as
ω runs through Ω. Thus, in the above proof we had to carefully avoid applying
Theorem 2.5 directly in the limit case.
Now we are well prepared to make our intuition precise that the density of
states should concentrate around the Dirichlet eigenvalues of the grains, for λ
large.
Theorem 5.9 The density of states measure µλ of models M1–M3 converges,
as λ l ∞. More precisely, the following holds:
(a) In model M1 let a
g
b mZ σ ^n_ ∆Ξ
b
and I
d
^ a
g
b
b
. Then
µλ ^ I b _ol κ p ∑
δk q I
1
g
as λ l ∞ r (5.13)
Here δk denotes, as above, the k-th eigenvalue of the Dirichlet Laplacian
_ ∆Ξ on the (non-random) primary grain Ξ, and κ is the intensity of the
underlying point process.
(b) Consider model M2, and take I
d
^ a
g
b
b
such that a and b do not belong
to the spectrum of the (random) primary grain almost surely, i.e.
Γ s a
g
b mZ σ ^n_ ∆Ξ ` ω a
bntud
1 r
Then we have
µλ ^ I b _Hl
[
Γ v ∑
δk wω q I
1 x
d ∑
k
Γ ^ δk yω Z I
b%g
as λ l ∞
g
(5.14)
where δk yω denotes the k-th eigenvalue of the (random) Dirichlet Lapla-
cian _ ∆Ξ ` ω a on Ξ ^ ω b .
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(c) Consider model M3. Again, let I z|{ a } b ~ with
{ Λ  Γ ~* a } b  σ {n ∆Sr  ω  Ξ  ω  ~n/z 1 }
Λ the mark distribution of the typical radius r, and Γ the distribution of
the primary grain Ξ, and S the scaling operator (see Eqn. (3.11)). Then
µλ { I ~ﬁo κ Ł ∑
k 
Γ  Λ { Uk ω ~ as λ  ∞ } (5.15)
with
Uk ω zH δk ω  b  1  2 }H δk ω  a  1  2 J;}
and notation as in part (b).
Proof. In view of Proposition 5.8 and Tω ∞ z ∆M  ω  it is clearly
enough to determine the value of µ∞ { I ~z ρ∞ { b ~1 ρ∞ { a ~ where ρ∞ { E ~z


ρ { E;  ∆M  ω  ~ . Note that in all three cases the assumptions are chosen to
meet the requirements of Proposition 5.8.
(a) In case of model M1, for any ω  Ω, the limit operator  ∆M  ω  is given
by the direct sum  n 
  ∆Mn  ω  . But, as the spectrum of  ∆Mn  ω  coincides
with σ {n ∆Ξ ~1z δk  k /  , independently of both n and ω, we get
dim ¡
 ¢ ∞  E  {n ∆Mn  ω  ~1z dim ¡  ¢ ∞  E  {n ∆Ξ ~Fz ∑
δk £ E
1 } n / } ω  Ω ¤
As usual, dim ¡
 ¢ ∞  E  { S ~ denotes the dimension of the spectral projection
¡
 ¢ ∞  E  of an operator S which equals the number of eigenvalues of S be-
low E. Furthermore, ρ { E;  ∆M  ω  ~ is almost surely constant and the expected
number of grains per volume element equals κ, and so


ρ { E;  ∆M  ω  ~ez κ Ł


dim ¡
 ¢ ∞  E  {n ∆Ξ ~;z κ Ł ∑
δk £ E
1 }
which proves the claim.
(b) The grains Ξi { ω ~ are i.i.d., thus

Γ  dim ¡
 ¢ ∞  E  {n ∆Mi  ω  ~ez

Γ  dim ¡
 ¢ ∞  E  {n ∆Ξ  ω  ~N} i
/¥ m
}
implies


ρ { E;  ∆M  ω  ~;z

Γ ¦ ∑
δk §ω £ E
1 ¨o}
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proving (b).
(c) For the soft-core process Φ © ω ª;«­¬ xn © ω ª¯® n °
± denote by AL © ω ª the
number of points xn © ω ª within QL. Since Φ © ω ª is ergodic we get (cf. [SKM])
AL © ω ª
Lm ²H³
κ P-a.s. ´ as L
³
∞ µ (5.16)
Without restriction, we may assume that xn © ω ª·¶ QL if and only if 1 ¸
n ¸ AL © ω ª . Let δ ¹ n ºk »ω denote the k-th eigenvalue of the Dirichlet Laplacian
²
∆Mn
¹
ω º where Mn © ω ª1« Srn
¹
ω º Ξn © ω ª . The strong law of large numbers holds
for ergodic random fields Zn © ω ª;« dim ¼
¹ ½
∞ » E º ©
²
∆Mn
¹
ω º ª;« ∑δ ¾ n ¿k Àω Á E 1 (see,
e.g., [Ki2]), and so
1
AL © ω ª
AL
¹
ω º
∑
n Â 1
Zn © ω ª
²o³ÄÃ
Λ Å Γ Æ Z1 Ç P-a.s. ´ as L
³
∞ µ (5.17)
Thus combining Eqns. (5.16) and (5.17) gives, for ω ¶ Ω,
ρ © E;
²
∆M
¹
ω º ªÈ« limL É ∞ ρ
D
L © E;
²
∆M
¹
ω º ª
« lim
L É ∞
1
Lm
dim ¼
¹ ½
∞ » E º-Ê
AL
¹
ω º
Ë
n Â 1
²
∆Mn
¹
ω ºÌ
« lim
L É ∞
AL © ω ª
Lm Í
1
AL © ω ª
AL
¹
ω º
∑
n Â 1
Ê ∑
δ ¾ n ¿k Àω Á E
1
Ì
« κ
ÍÃ
Λ Å Γ Î ∑
δk Àω
Á
E
1 Ï P-a.s. ´
where δk »ω « δ ¹ 1 ºk »ω. Therefore we see that ρ © E;
²
∆M
¹
ω º ª is P-a.s. constant, and
we obtain
Ã
P
Æ
ρ © E;
²
∆M
¹
ω º ª Ç « κ
ÍÃ
Λ Å Γ Î ∑
δk Àω
Á
E
1 ÏNµ
As Sr is just scaling, some E is an eigenvalue of
²
∆Ξ if and only if r
½
2E
is an eigenvalue of
²
∆SrΞ. So we can write
Ã
P Æ ρ © E;
²
∆M
¹
ω º ª Ç « κ
ÍÃ
Λ Å Γ Î ∑
r Ð 2
¹
ω1 º δk Àω2 Á E
1 Ï ´
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where we denote Ñ ω1 Ò ω2 ÓÕÔ Ω1 Ö Ω2 × Ω with Λ the probability measure in
Ω1 and Γ the probability measure in Ω2. Now, using Fubini, we obtain
Ø
P Ù ρ Ñ E; Ú ∆M Û ω Ü ÓÝe×
×
κ Þ ∑
k ß
χ à r á 2 Û ω1 Ü δk âω2 ã E ä d Ñ Λ å Γ Ó
×
κ Þ ∑
k
ßçæß
χ
à r Û ω1 ÜéèoÛ δk âω2 ê E Ü 1 ë 2 ä
dΛ Ñ ω1 Óíì dΓ Ñ ω2 Ó
×
κ Þ ∑
k
Ø
Γ î Λ ï r ðòñ δk óω2 ô E õ
1
ê
2 öø÷
Ò
which proves (c).
For a deeper look at the concentration regions of the density of states of
model M3 let
δmink × min
ω ù suppΛ
r ú 2 Ñ ω
Ó
Þ inf
ω ù suppΓ
δk óω
and
δmaxk × max
ω ù suppΛ
r
ú
2
Ñ ω
Ó
Þ sup
ω ù suppΓ
δk óω Ò
for k
Ôû
. With this notation ü k ù
ý Ù δmink Ò δmaxk Ý encloses the parts of the real
line in which µλ concentrates its mass, as λ þ ∞. Figure 5.3 shows an attempt
to illustrate the density ddE ρλ Ñ E Ó of the integrated density of states ρλ Ñ E Ó . The
shaded area suggests the spectrum Σλ ×|ß 0 Ò ∞ Ó .
Part (b) of Theorem 5.9 has a special form in case of model M2’. Let
δk denote the Dirichlet eigenvalues of Ú ∆Ξ, the Dirichlet Laplacian on the
unscaled star-shaped primary grain Ξ. Then the same argument as in the proof
of Theorem 5.9(c) implies
µλ ñ Ñ a Ò b Ó õÚoþ ∑
k
Γ
æ
ï*Ñ δk
ô
b
Ó
1
ê
2
Ò
Ñ δk
ô
a
Ó
1
ê
2 ö
ì
Ò
as λ þ ∞ 
Remark 5.10 (a) While Theorem 2.5 establishes the almost sure non-
randomness of the densities of states only for λ  ∞, we obtain from The-
orem 5.9 that this holds also for λ
×
∞.
(b) The formulas in Eqns. (5.13)–(5.15) for the densities of states in the limit
case suggest a connection with the concept of Palm distributions (see [SKM]).
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0
d
dE ρλ

E 
δmin1 δmax1 δmin2 δmax2 δmin3 δmax3
Figure 5.3: Density function of the integrated density of states ρλ of
model M3 for large λ.
This means that the behaviour in the limit case can be expressed completely
in terms of properties of a typical grain together with the intensity κ of the
point process. Here typical grain stands for the (non-random) primary grain Ξ
(model M1) or the (random) primary grain Ξ  ω  and Sr  ω  Ξ

ω  (models M2
and M3), respectively. The (random) positions of the grains do not contribute
to the limit densities at all.
(c) We have seen in Theorem 5.1 that neither model M1 nor model M3 pro-
vides spectral gaps. But Theorem 5.9 suggests that we have to look more care-
fully at the definition of gaps. In experimental science one can detect spectrum
in a given (energy) interval I only if it has a sufficiently high density there. If
this is not the case such intervals are called pseudo-gaps. Thus, for λ large,
Theorem 5.9 establishes the existence of pseudo-gaps in models M1 and M3 in
intervals I that do not contain any Dirichlet eigenvalue δk (model M1) and δk ω
(model M3), respectively. By the same argument, we see that in model M2’
the pseudo-gaps are larger than the real gaps given by Corollary 5.5.
Summarizing, we have proven in this Chapter that only in model M2 there
is a chance to have gaps in the spectrum, while models M1 and M3 do not
exhibit any gaps at all. Moreover, in case of model M2 the gaps can be ex-
pressed in a similar way as in the periodic case. On the other hand, the density
of states measure concentrates around the eigenvalues of the Dirichlet Lapla-
cian  ∆Ξ (model M1),  ∆Ξ  ω  (model M2), and  ∆Sr 	 ω 
 Ξ  ω  (model M3), for
λ large. Especially in case of model M1 it is remarkable that these concentra-
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tion points are non-random and coincide with the situation of the periodic case
in Chapter 4. For models M2 and M3, due to averaging, these concentration
points (or regions) will be in general non-degenerate intervals.
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A Appendix
A.1 Measurability of operators
In this appendix we examine the measurability of Tω  λ, the operators of mod-
els M1–M3, which is necessary for Tω  λ to be random operators (cf. Defini-
tion 2.2). We will need the following Lemma from [FKl1].
Lemma A.1 Let Tω be a family of almost surely s.a. operators in a separable
Hilbert space  , such that
S  Tω  cS almost surely
for some non-negative s.a. operator S and some constant c  ∞. Furthermore
denote by tω and s the corresponding quadratic forms, and let  be the
common form domain, almost surely.
Suppose ω  tω  u  is measurable for all u  , then Tω is measurable, i.e.
Tω is a random operator.
Proof. See Theorem 38 in [FKl1].
Theorem A.2 Each family of operators Tω  λ from models M1–M3 is a random
operator.
Proof. Because of  ∆  Tω  λ  λ∆ we can apply the above Lemma with
ﬁﬀ
1 ﬂﬃ m  
. It remains to show that, for any u ! 1 ﬂﬃ m  , the mapping ω 
tω  λ  u  is measurable. But this is true since ω  M ﬂ ω  is measurable, and,
therefore, ω  aω  λ, too.
A.2 Convergence of operators
Here we give the promised proof of Lemma 3.3 which relies on the following
result.
Lemma A.3 Consider selfadjoint operators S and Sn, n #" , in a Hilbert
space  . Moreover, assume that there are two sequences of selfadjoint op-
erators S $n in  and positive constants α %& 1 and α '( ∞ such that
S  S %n  Sn  S ) S 'n (A.1)
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and
0 * S +n * α + S , (A.2)
for all n -/. . If, for a form core 0 of S,
lim
n 1 ∞
s +n 2 u 354 0 , all u -60&, (A.3)
(s
+n the corresponding quadratic forms) then
Sn 798 S in s.r.s. ,
as n
8
∞.
For a proof see [FKl1], Lemma 45. The main improvement we obtain from
Lemma A.3 is that we only need to deal with quadratic forms instead of oper-
ators when we want to check convergence in strong resolvent sense. With this
preparation we can prove Lemma 3.3 which we restate for convenience.
Lemma 3.3 For Tω : λ as in models M1–M3 suppose ωn 8 ω0 in L1 : loc ;< m = .
Then
Tωn : λ 798 Tω0 : λ in s.r.s. ,
and in particular
σ
;
Tω0 : λ
=?> @
n ACB
σ
;
Tωn : λ
= (A.4)
holds.
Proof. Fix some λ D 1, and suppose ωn 8 ω0 in L1 : loc ;< m = . Let
b En ; x = 4 max F 0 , aωn : λ ; x = 7 aω0 : λ ; x
=HG
D 0
b In ; x = 4 7 min F 0 , aωn : λ ; x = 7 aω0 : λ ; x
=
G
D 0 ,
and so
aω0 : λ 7 b In * aωn : λ * aω0 : λ J b En
implies
Tω0 : λ 7 S In * Tωn : λ * Tω0 : λ J S En
where S
+n 4 ∇ K b +n ∇, and sums of operators being understood as sums of the
associated forms. For each ϕ -ML ∞c ;< m = there is some cube Qϕ such that
suppϕ > Qϕ, thus
0 * s +n 2ϕ 3N4PO Qϕ
b +n Q∇ϕ Q 2 * Cϕ R
R
R
R
b +n R
R
R
R
L1 S Qϕ T 7U8 0 , as n 8 ∞ V
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Up to now, conditions (A.1) and (A.3) of Lemma A.3 are fulfilled. As for
condition (A.2), choosing α WﬁX λ Y ∞ and α Z6X 1 [ 1λ Y 1 one easily verifies
condition (A.2), e.g.
b Zn X\[ min ] 0 ^ aωn _ λ [ aω0 _ λ ` X aω0 _ λ [ min ] aω0 _ λ ^ aωn _ λ `
a
aω0 _ λ [ 1
acb 1 [ 1λ d aω0 _ λ e
As C∞c
bf m
d
is a form core of Tω0 _ λ Lemma A.3 implies Tωn _ λ g Tω0 _ λ in
strong resolvent sense, and by standard arguments we conclude Eqn. (A.4)
(e.g. see [RS1]).
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Zusammenfassungn
Die vorliegende Arbeit untersucht Spektraleigenschaften einer Klasse von
selbstadjungierten Operatoren vom Divergenztyp mit zufa¨lligen Koeffizienten
Tω o ∇ p aω q x r ∇ in L2 qs m r
fu¨r Raumdimensionen m t 2. Die zufa¨lligen Koeffizienten werden hierbei rein
geometrisch modelliert: auf einer zufa¨lligen Menge M
q
ω rvu
s
m nehmen die
skalarwertigen Koeffizienten den festen Wert 1, sonst den variablen Wert λ an,
wobei λ w 1 gewa¨hlt wird. Da
s
m x M
q
ω r als zusammenha¨ngend vorausge-
setzt wird, kann M
q
ω r als Sto¨rung eines Grundmediums interpretiert werden.
In Bezug auf Wa¨rmeleitung ko¨nnte man M
q
ω r als gering leitende Sandko¨rner
oder Luftblasen in einem stark leitenden Metall ansehen. Weitere Anwendun-
gen finden sich in der Akustik und bei optischen Kristallen (optische Hal-
bleiter). Die Problemstellung ist wesentlich durch eine Arbeit von R. Hempel
und K. Lienau (1998) motiviert, in der eine vergleichbare Situation fu¨r peri-
odische Medien behandelt wird.
Zuna¨chst werden geeignete stochastische Modelle fu¨r die Beschreibung
der aus einzelnen Ko¨rnern (engl. grains) bestehenden Sto¨rmenge M
q
ω r disku-
tiert. Da alle vorgestellten Modelle zu ergodischen Operatoren fu¨hren, sind
jeweils sowohl das Spektrum als auch die Zustandsdichte fast sicher un-
abha¨ngig von ω und somit nicht zufa¨llig. Das Verhalten dieser beiden spek-
traltheoretischen Gro¨ßen wird untersucht, insbesondere die Massekonzentra-
tion des Zustandsdichtemaßes fu¨r große Parameter λ w 1 und den Limes-
fall λ y ∞. Das Konzentrationsverhalten wird bestimmt durch stochastische
Mittelbildung von Dirichlet-Problemen auf den das Grundmedium verunreini-
genden Ko¨rnern. Es wird gezeigt, dass sich das Verhalten des Spektrums und
der Zustandsdichte im Limes λ y ∞ durch Eigenschaften typischer Ko¨rner
ausdru¨cken la¨sst, und sich somit in das Konzept der Palm-Verteilungen ein-
reiht.
Damit verbindet die vorliegende Arbeit zwei Bereiche der Spektraltheo-
rie, die in der Literatur bereits mehrfach untersucht worden sind. Zum einen
sind dies Grenzeigenschaften von Operatoren im starken Kopplungslimes (d.h.
λ y ∞) und zum anderen Spektraleigenschaften zufa¨lliger Operatoren.
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